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Have you heard of telenealth? Thanks to #5G, it is improving primary-level health care, and enabling closer communications between doctors and patients. tinyurl.com/w5yv324

Follow tech YouTuber @Mrwosetheboss as he takes you through his eventful day with Huawei’s #MateXS.

#5G helps bridge the digital divide and create new opportunities across a number of different industries. What are other positive changes that #5G will bring to our lives? This @WPBrandStudio article has more.

The Tangible Benefits of 5G
(Partner Content) Conversations about 5G networks can range broadly in topic, but they are usually very similar in tone – there is an obvious... washingtonpost.com

Huawei is making it easier than ever to take a screenshot.
With rural Americans looking to Huawei as a partner, how can Congress tell them they need to rip and replace technology that’s affordable and effective?

In this #5G era, how does Huawei help telecommunications operators achieve spectrum efficiency and drive forward innovations? GlobalData Research Director @BostanjiHouda shares her insights.

The new MatePad Pro lets you explore PC Mode with efficiency, allowing you to work and play with ease.

How is Huawei working towards the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and helping to reduce the digital divide? @RuhGlobal CEO @debraruh discusses Huawei’s global #CSR efforts.

Bottomline society is demanding that corporations align their business goals with positive social impact agendas dedicated to protecting our planet.

Debra Ruh
Ruh Global Impact CEO
Think about how many less infections would spread if people could treat themselves online? It's coming! Light Reading explains how 5G is making telemedicine a reality. https://tinyurl.com/vcxgufrn

For years, Huawei has been committed to connecting American rural communities. Access to mobile networks creates new opportunities for everyone. Washington politics puts this all at risk. Let's #KeepAmericaConnected. #ConnectNotDivide

When we made that decision 5 or 6 years ago